Since the January 2021 Executive Order, the Administration’s actions have fueled a massive migration of illegal immigrants to the U.S. borders. In 2021, NSA proposed these 16 actions to stem the flow of illegal migrants:

1. Direct CBP and ICE to enforce border related statutes. Cease all “no violation” decisions by CBP/ICE and allow them to pursue and stop illegal activity. **No known or visible action to date.**

2. Strengthen border security enhancements, including, where appropriate, technologies, roads, cameras, structures, and aviation assets to deter significant openings utilized for human trafficking and drug cartel activities. **No known or visible action to date.**

3. Appoint a Border Federal Coordinating Officer (Czar) to be located on the border full-time, similar to post disaster. Must have authority to move resources quickly and efficiently to combat the mass rapid movements. Must have the ability to hire, fire, budget, and have access to equipment and resources from San Diego to Brownsville. **No known or visible action to date.**

4. Surge Air and Marine resources to place manned and unmanned surveillance along the Southern Border at designated zones seeing an increase of illegal activity. **No known or visible action to date.**

5. Establish state Border State Safety Councils for every state to include: law enforcement, community leaders, Feds, and stakeholders in attendance. **No known or visible action to date.**

6. Direct the FCO and a Secretary’s senior advisor for border security to attend listening sessions with local, state and Federal law enforcement stakeholders at each state on the border. **No known or visible action to date.**

7. Establish Border Safety Cooperative Agreements with states, local governments, social services entities, and NGO’s that include cooperative agreements to work together for border stabilization. Permit Border states a voice in Federal security, interdiction, housing and transport actions. The Federal government should match all expenditures by a border state involving manpower and infrastructure. Re-appoint Sheriff stakeholders to DHS Advisory Council. **No known or visible action to date.**

8. Recommend VP visit each border state and border communities. **No known or visible action to date.**

9. Strengthen the southern Mexican border with better intelligence sharing of information to U.S. Federal agencies. Find a solution for narcotics information and operations sharing between Mexico and the U.S. Remedy the current situation whereby information must first go through the Mexican Government for authorization before sharing with U.S. law enforcement. **No known or visible action to date.**

10. National Guard to handle processing and administration support, refocus BP agents to front-line jobs. **1,500 troops mobilized on May 1, 2023.**

11. Institute/Reinstitute BP/Sheriffs/LE Situation Report video meetings in all states with border FCO/Czar on a weekly basis. Situation Report reports to DHS Secretary weekly. **No known or visible action to date.**

12. Establish crossing “trip wire” metrics: Using technology (SAR) reporting data that reports remote crossings/sightings for use by the Border Czar to rapidly (18-24 hours) re-deploy manpower and equipment to key “hot” zones. **No known or visible action to date.**

13. Authorize hazard duty pay through Stone Garden and other DHS LE grants until further notice. **No known or visible action to date.**

14. Authorize Stone Garden funds to be used to purchase trafficking, sighting and reporting technology tools. **No known or visible action to date.**

15. Request a 6-12 month surge of Immigration judges on-site for border. **No known or visible action to date.**

16. Recommend monthly “policy re-evaluation” assessment to S1 and POTUS with readout to state and local stakeholders. **No known or visible action to date.**